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In the context of study the history of the development of Ukrainian
pedagogical school it is very actual to study the scientific and educational
heritage of outstanding scientists who have made invaluable contributions to the
development of national higher education. This galaxy belongs to other well
known scientists and academician of the National Academy of Sciences of
Ukraine, Doctor of Science, professor, founder of the new scientific school, the
author and developer of the method of R-functions - Rvachev Vladimir
Logvinovich, the period of creative growth of which coincided with the period of
work in Pedagogical Institute in Berdyansk (1955 – 1963). The authority of V.
Rvachev as a scientist-mathematician has been recognized in the near and far
abroad, and theoretical and practical significance of his scientific works that have
successfully withstood the test of time, still recognized as worthy of attention of
modern scholars and teachers of high school, as evidenced not only numerous
references to ideas of V. Rvachev in many scientific works and also other
materials of scientific and pedagogical press.
The analysis of the contribution of scientists and workers of education in
becoming and development of physical and mathematical education has a
theoretical and practical interest for specialists in the sphere of physical and
mathematical education. Study and analysis the scientific activity of certain
outstanding personality, as a matter of historical and pedagogical research is
extremely important, as it provides an opportunity to rethink the role of
personality in the history of not only the individual university, but in science in
general. Milestones of life way and stages of creative gathering of V. Rvachev is
dedicated in biographical collection, where, can be found information that his
research works, his active, social and international activity, creation the
resultative scientific school and now it is recognized as important factors in
forming of strong scientific potential. However, the period of life in Berdyansk and
prospects for implementation of elements of scientific and educational heritage of
V.Rvachev in mathematical preparation of modern youth hasn’t study ehough.
The purpose of this article is to outline the main stages of life and career
of the scholar-teacher V. Rvachev and significance of his contribution to the
development of physical and mathematical education from the position of present
time.

